Downside risk
Capturingwhat'sat stakein inaestment
situations.
FrankA. SortinoandRobertuanderMeer
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practitionersare claiming that standarddeviationand
growingmeasures
number of
and
risk for many
beta are not relevant
of academics
investment situations becausethey do not capture
whafs at stake,BusinessWeekrn its survey of mufual
E e
"doesn't
5 r funds proffers an ad hoc risk measurethat
penalize a fund on the upside," because"few
> 3
5 s investorsgripe about risk when it turns up handsome
} N
gains" (February23,1987,p. 65).
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According to Arnott and Bernstein [1988, p.
981, "Elimination of risk does not refer to variability
t : as such, but to the risk of having insufficient assetsto
'
meet the obligations as they come due." Hagigi and
r ^
Kluger 179871claim the investment objectives on
which traditional CAPM measures are based might
at]
not accurately describe the case for a defined benefit
f)and offer a "safety-first" rule that emphasizes
plan
R
ac,
the avoidance of downside risk. Leibowitz [1986] cites
the need for a new risk measure that specifically takes
d :
r * into consideration the liability characteristics of
investment decisions.
This article examines the problem of measur9-9
.: ing risk in general and three downside risk measures
in particular. We conclude that Downside Variance is
the superior risk measure for many investment situations.
WHATISRISK?
Hazard, peril, danger, jeopardy ... these syn-

onyms for risk have to do with the "chance of bad
the definition of risk given by the
consequences,"
Oxford Dictionary. We will argue that risk is situation-specific and that none of theseterms is adequate
for describing investment risk. The body of knowledgethat has developedfor making investmentdec!
sionsunder conditions of uncertainty,and for which
Harry Markowitz, William Sharpe,and Merton Miller
receivedthe Nobel Prize, requiresa clear distinciion
betweenuncertaintyand risk.
Risk and return are inseparablecomponentsof
the concept of uncertainty, and the way we describe
uncertainty in the financial markets is in terms of a
range of possible returns and their chancesof occurring. This is called a probability distribution, which
describesthe shape of uncertainty. The shape most
oftenusedis a bell shape,or normal distribution.
There is a great deal of researchto indicate
that, in reality, distributionsare anything but normal.
The shapeis insteadskewed,not symmetric,the high
and low refurns occur much more often than would
be indicated by a bell shape and the distribution is
more "pointy."
We have chosena triangle (Figure 1) to illustrate our basic points. This triangle is positively
skewed,and the area within the triangle describesthe
uncertainty associatedwith achieving returns
between-100%and +1000%.Someof thesereturns
incur dsk, othersdo not.
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